






1. Ghana, Nigeria and Gambia (1)/ each have

parts to play (2)/ in the development of

Africa. (3)/ No error (4)
(SSC CHSL (10+2) DEO & LDC Exam. 16.11.2014)

1. (2) Have a part to play: to be able to help

Hence, each have a part to play is the right 

usage.



2. In these days of inflation (1)/a ten

rupees note will not buy you (2)/ even

an ordinary meal. (3)/ No error (4)
(SSC CHSL (10+2) DEO & LDC Exam.

16.11.2014)

2. (2) rupees will be replaced by rupee 

(Singular) Hence, a ten-rupee note will 

not buy you 

is the right usage.



3. Most of my friends (1)/ heard the

earthquake (2)/ but I was totally

unaware of it. (3)/ No error (4)

(SSC CHSL (10+2) DEO & LDC Exam.

16.11.2014)

3. (2) an earthquake is felt and 

not heard.

Hence, felt the earthquake is 

the right usage



4. Many a man (1)/ have come to India

from Bangladesh (2)/ to live here

permanently. (3)/ No error. (4)
(SSC CGL Tier-II Exam. 21.09.2014)

4. (2) Many a/an + Noun is always 

followed by a Singular Verb. Hence, 

has come to India is the right usage



5. When you will find (1)/ out a

solution (2)/ to this problem, (3)/ you

will be awarded a prize. (4)

(1)Delete will. We should not use will 

after when in such sentences 



6. Mobile phones are so importance these days that they

are no longer luxury items but have become a necessity.

(1) a necessity

(2) so importance these days

(3) no longer

(4) No error (SSC CGL Tier-II Exam.

12.04.2015)

6. (2) Here, so important (Adjective) 

these days is the right usage. It is not 

proper to use importance (Noun) here.



7. Neither he or his wife has

arrived.

(1)has arrived

(3) No error

(2) Neither he

(4) or his wife
(SSC CGL Tier-II Exam. 12.04.2015)

7. (4) Neither..... nor is correct form of 

connectives.

Here, nor his wife is the right usage.



8. She became able to free herself with her debts

by working day and night.

(a) She became able

(b) to free herself

(c) with her debts by working day and night.

(d) No error

Ans.(c)

Sol. Use ‘from’ in place of ‘with’. As ‘free somebody from something’ 

or ‘free from something’ is correct.





9. Select the antonym of

Sacred.

(1) pious

(2) hallowed

(3) divine

(4) profane
(SSC CHSL (10+2) Tier-I (CBE) Exam.

08.01.2017 (IInd Sitting)
(4) profane 



10. ALIEN

(1) native

(2) domiciled

(3) Natural

(4) resident
(SSC CHSL (10+2) Tier-I (CBE) Exam.

08.01.2017 (IInd Sitting)

(1) native 



11. FUTILE

(1) upright

(2) costly

(3) eminent

(4) worthy
(SSC CHSL (10+2) Tier-I (CBE) Exam.

08.01.2017 (IInd Sitting)

(4) worthy



12. AUDACIOUS

(1) meek

(2) cowardly

(3) mild

(4) gentle
(SSC CHSL (10+2) Tier-I (CBE) Exam.

08.01.2017 (IInd Sitting)

14. (2) 

cowardly 





13) I who ______ your friend and

well-wisher, should have been

informed about your decision.

1. be

2. am

3. is

4. are

Solution : 2

‘Am’ will be used for the

subject ‘I’.



14) Keep away from bad

company ______ you should

regret later.

1. whether

2. unless

3. although

4. lest

Solution : 4 ‘Lest’



15) These apples ______ Rs.100

per kg. Do you

think they are expensive?

1. cost

2. is costing

3. has cost

4. costs

Solution : 1. cost



16) Please sign these documents

______ ink so

that they can be preserved .

1. from

2. in

3. with

4. by

Solution : 2. in



17) “Malaria ______ is one of the

top priorities of the

government,” said the Minister.

1. dismissal

2. abolition

3. excursion

4. eradication

Solution : 4

Eradication fits in the context.





18) Throughout his speech the

crowd was all ears.

1.very attentive

2.talking loudly

3.covering their ears

4.making a lot of noise

Solution : 1.very attentive



19) The man heaved a sigh of relief

when he was sure he was out of the

woods.

1.discharged from hospital

2.released from prison

3.out of danger

4.out of the forest

Solution : 3.out of danger



20) His success at such a young

age speaks volumes for his talent.

1.gives enough proof

2.boasts a lot

3.publically announces

4.showers praise

Solution : 1.gives enough proof
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